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Abstract The multimedia transmission based real-time

applications have posed a big challenge to wireless sensor

networks (WSNs) where both reliability and timeliness

need to be guaranteed at the same time, to support an

acceptable Quality of Service (QoS). The existing real-time

routing protocols, however, are not able to meet the QoS

requirements of realtime applications because of the

inherent resource constraint of sensor nodes and instability

of wireless communication. Therefore, we propose a real-

time scheme in this paper, including a QoS-aware routing

protocol and a set of fault recovery mechanisms, for (m,k)-

firm based real-time applications over WSNs. A local

status indicator which is specially devised for (m,k)-firm

stream, is used for intermediate nodes to monitor and

evaluate their local conditions. The proposed routing pro-

tocol takes into account of packet deadline, node condition

and remaining energy of next hop, to make optimal for-

warding decision. Additionally, according to the stream

QoS and node condition, the proposed fault recovery

mechanisms are utilized for nodes to handle the congestion,

link failure and void problems occurred during transmis-

sion and remain the desired reliability and timeliness

requirements. The proposed scheme has been well studied

and verified through simulations. The results have proved

the efficiency of the proposed scheme in terms of high

successful transmission ratio, small end-to-end delay and

long lifetime of network.

Keywords Real-time routing � Fault recovery �
(m,k)-firm � Wireless sensor networks

1 Introduction

In recent decades, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have

been revolutionizing the way that people interact with the

physical world by their diverse applications in different

areas [1]. Specifically, real-time communication based

applications have largely exploited the applied range and

potentials of WSNs. For example, in a military surveillance

system, the detection of a target must be transmitted to the

base station as an alert within a very short time period. Fire

detection also requires the packets to reach the monitoring

station timely so that the fire-fighters could keep aware of

current fire conditions. Moreover, the availability of

enhanced nodes such as low-cost and miniature size cam-

eras or microphones makes it possible for WSNs to provide

more powerful functions. These nodes can capture multi-

media data such as video and audio streams and still

images in real-time applications. For example, a sensor

network for health-care environment uses video transmis-

sion as sensory modality to identify patients’ behavior [2].

The network architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

Supporting such real-time applications in WSNs, how-

ever, is a challenging work since WSNs differ dramatically

from the traditional network systems such as wired net-

works or IP-based wireless networks. First, the link con-

nections in WSNs are lossy and instable, so that they can

be easily affected by surrounding environment. Precise

delay prediction is difficult to run in WSNs [3]. Second,

due to the limited resource constraints of WSNs, including

power, processing and memory, a WSN protocol should

minimize the energy consumption and overhead as well as
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delay requirement when it is dealing with some mission-

critical applications [4–6]. Third, applications may have

different requirements in both timeliness and reliability

areas. As a result, priorities should be assigned to the

packets with shorter deadlines to make sure they would be

delivered to the destination in time. Therefore, the tech-

niques used in multimedia transmissions should consider

not only energy efficiency and reliability but also timeli-

ness to avoid dynamic failure of QoS and to facilitate

specific service guarantees [7].

Generally, real-time tasks can be categorized into three

classes: hard real-time (HRT), soft real-time (SRT) and

firm real-time (FRT). In HRT task, each packet will be

checked with its deterministic end-to-end delay, named

deadline, when it arrives at the destination. The arrival of a

packet after its deadline is considered as system failure [2].

Due to the inherent constrains and lossy link connections of

WSNs, it is impractical to fulfil HRT tasks in WSNs. In

SRT task, a probabilistic guarantee is required and some

deadline missing is tolerable so that the time-out packets

are still useful and system would not crash. Most existing

real-time routing protocols are supposed to guarantee SRT

task in a hop-by-hop manner. FRT sets the criterion

between HRT and SRT that the lateness of some packets is

tolerable but may cause system performance degradation at

the same time. Considering the inherent features of WSNs

and application requirements, FRT is the optimal system

for real-time communication over WSNs. An FRT task

model called (m,k)-firm was proposed to measure the per-

formance of real-time applications. The concept of (m,k)-

firm was defined as follows: a real-time message stream is

considered to have an (m,k)-firm guarantee requirement

that at least m out of any k consecutive messages from the

stream must meet their deadlines, to ensure adequate QoS

[8] . Based on this concept, a priority assignment tech-

nology called Distance Based Priority (DBP) was devel-

oped to arbitrate between the streams in a system [8]. For

each stream, the system maintains a state of the recent

history of captured deadline meet and miss which are

marked as M and m in Fig. 2, respectively. Then the state is

denoted as DBP value of the stream. When a stream is

close to the failing state, i.e. one of the grey states in Fig. 2,

its customer will give it a high priority so as to increase its

chances of meeting the deadline [8]. In the proposed

scheme, DBP is calculated at sink and is used to evaluate

the QoS of each stream rather than priority assignment.

Taking the advantage of this model, in [9] we have

proposed a local status indicator (LSI) over WSNs to

indicate the local condition of transmission status at each

node. Unlike DBP assignment, LSI is used in a multi-hop

network, aiming to evaluate transmission quality at each

hop and to detect network faults, instead of assigning pri-

ority to streams. To the best of our knowledge, there’s no

existing similar works introducing FRT to real-time

applications over WSNs. Based on LSI, we have intro-

duced a set of fault recovery mechanisms for QoS main-

tenance in [10]. In this paper, we devise a real-time routing

protocol for (m,k)-firm streams based on LSI as well, and

work it under the fault recovery mechanisms to make a

complete scheme for QoS guarantee of real-time applica-

tions. The proposed routing calculates optimal forwarding

decision based on three metrics: packet deadline, LSI

which is regarded as node condition, and remaining power

of sensor node. Since packet deadline is used for node

choosing, the QoS requirement is considered by each node.

By choosing the forwarding nodes with qualified LSI, the

timeliness of transfer is ensured. Awareness of remaining

power additionally avoids fast drain of energy on often-

used nodes and is supposed to prolong the lifetime of

networks. Specific fault recovery mechanisms are then

implemented for intermediate nodes to handle the problems

occurred during transmissions, including congestion, link

failure and void, by considering both stream DBP and LSI

at each node. With the contributions of routing protocol

and fault recovery mechanisms, the proposed scheme

shows high performance in successful packet delivery ratio

and deadline meet ratio, which have been studied and

reported through simulations.

Fig. 1 Real-time application in wireless sensor networks

Fig. 2 An example of (2,3)-firm
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some

related works are summarized in Sect. 2 and the proposed

scheme design is elaborated in Sects. 3 and 4 shows the

simulation results and analysis. Conclusion of the paper

with open issues is in Sect. 5.

2 Related works

The most common real-time routing protocols in WSNs are

presented here. SPEED [11] is a well-known soft real-time

routing protocol. It estimates the transmission speed between

current node and candidate nodes, tries to establish a trans-

mission path with all relay nodes maintaining a desired

delivery speed. However, it doesn’t take packet deadline of a

real-time stream into account and has no fault-tolerant

mechanism, which may consequently lead to severe dynamic

failure. A multipath and multi-level SPEED routing protocol

(MMSPEED) was proposed in [12], which supports service

differentiation and probabilistic QoS guarantee. It dynami-

cally selects the next hop according to the distance among the

current node, neighbor node and sink, and sets up a tree

structure with multipath for different QoS requirements of

applications. However, the time complexity of this scheme is

an exponential function of the distance between the current

node and the sink node. Therefore, it is not suitable for large-

scale long-distance transmission. Real-time Power-Aware

Routing (RPAR) was proposed in [13], in which the node

transmitting power is dynamically adjusted according to its

transmission condition and capability. The forwarding node

selection is based on the delivery velocities upstream node

requires and downstream node provides. Energy consump-

tion is considered as an important issue as well. A Scalable

Hierarchical Power Efficient Routing (SHPER) was pro-

posed in [14], in order to form an energy-efficient routing by

electing the cluster heads according to the residual energy of

the nodes. Based on it, authors of [15] developed an inno-

vative routing scheme named Power Efficient Multimedia

Routing (PEMuR) for WMSNs aiming at achieving con-

siderable reduction of energy consumption during routing

along with high perceived video QoS. A real-time routing

protocol with load distribution (RTLD) was proposed in

[16], which makes forwarding decision based on link quality,

packet transfer velocity and remaining power of next hop,

aiming to ensure high packet throughput and long lifetime of

networks.

A real-time fault tolerant routing protocol called FT-

SPEED was proposed in [17] which also based on SPEED. It

solves the problem of selecting forwarding path in the case

that the current node faces a void area. The data can be sent to

the sink via bypassing the void. FT-SPEED is supposed to be

a fault-tolerant mechanism to reduce the impact of the void

region, but the transmission path length maybe considerably

long, which may ultimately cause deadline missing of

transmitted packets. Event to Sink Reliable Transport

(ESRT) [18] is a novel transport solution to achieve reliable

event detection with minimum energy expenditure and

congestion resolution. The sink is able to detect congestion

based on local buffer level monitoring in sensor nodes while

in sensor node, whose buffer overflows due to excessive

incoming packets, sets congestion notification bit in the

header of the packet it transmits. Nevertheless, it doesn’t

support real-time communication due to its passive con-

gestion detection manner. In [19], a multipath-based reliable

information forwarding protocol called ReInForM was

proposed. It is used to deliver the data at desired levels of

reliability to recover failures caused by channel errors. It

controls the number of paths required for the desired reli-

ability using only local knowledge of channel error rates and

does not require any maintenance of multipath. However, the

forwarding node selection mechanism of ReInForM con-

siders only the required reliability so that it cannot be applied

to meet the timeliness requirement of real-time applications.

In [20], a dynamic jumping real-time fault-tolerant routing

protocol (DMRF) was proposed to handle the potential fault

of network such as failure, congestion and void region. Each

node could use the remaining transmission time of the data

packets and the state of the forwarding candidate node set to

determine the next hop. It is designed to guarantee the per-

formance of real-time services, although only soft real-time

can be satisfied due to its hot-by-hop transmission mode. For

some specific applications such as multimedia transmission

in WSNs, it’s not enough to meet the requirements. A priority

based congestion control protocol was proposed in [21] that

designed for multimedia application in WSNs. Queue length

is used as an indication of congestion degree and the rate

assignment to each traffic source is set based on its priority

index as well as its current congestion degree. However, it

should be noted that without MAC layer supports, it’s dif-

ficult to implement priority based scheduling to guarantee

the bounded delay of specific real-time applications.

3 Design of proposed scheme

The proposed scheme is responsible for QoS-aware real-

time routing and transmission fault recovery. When the

optimal forwarding decision is calculated at each node by

using the proposed routing protocol, fault recovery mech-

anisms are also activated to handle the problems occurred

during transmissions, such as congestion, link failure and

void. The situation is judged by the values of stream DBP

and LSI, which stand for end-to-end QoS and local trans-

mission status, respectively.

In general, the proposed scheme consists of two sub-

systems, and each subsystem includes several components,
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as shown in Fig. 3. The proposed routing protocol is

composed of five components: routing mechanism, beacon

exchange, orphan node backpressure, delay estimation and

calculation of LSI. The routing mechanism makes for-

warding decision and maintains a neighbor table. Beacon

exchange is used to exchange information among nodes.

Orphan node backpressure can prevent void occurrence.

The delay estimation can calculate single-hop delay which

is used for LSI calculation. At the meantime, the compo-

nents of fault recovery will be activated if the end-to-end

QoS performance of one stream cannot be met and the LSI

calculation result shows that the local transmission is in a

negative condition as well. To make it easier to understand

how each component cooperates with others, Fig. 4 shows

the work process of the proposed scheme.

In Fig. 4, � stands for the establishment of a primary

route which heads to the sink. This process is running

based on the routing protocol we proposed in the following

Sect. 3.4 It considers three metrics for making forwarding

decisions: deadline, node condition which is represented as

LSI and remaining power. All the necessary information

can be acquired by using the mechanisms we introduced in

Sects. 3.1–3.3. In case of congestion occurence,as shown as

` in Fig. 4, the congested node will inform its upstream

nodes toreduce their traffic loads. The detail about con-

gestion recovery is discussed in Sect. 3.5.1. ´ shows the

process of link failure recovery, which helps nodes to

recover link failure by generating limited redundancy over

multipath. The detail about how to choose the optimal

forwarding nodes is discussed in Sect. 3.5.2. When a node

faces void problem, ˆ will be active to handle it. Section

3.5.3 shows the detail of void recovery.

3.1 Beacon exchange

Following the proposed scheme, each node in the network

periodically broadcasts beacons to its neighbors. This

periodic beacon is used for each node to inform its

existence to the neighbors. Since all nodes in WSNs are

supposed to be stationary, the periodic beacon rate can be

low, so that it will not involve too much overhead. In order

to prolong the network lifetime and prevent some over-

loaded nodes from getting depleted much earlier than

others, residual energy information is added in periodic

beacons as well.

In addition to periodic beacon, three types of on-demand

beacons are used to support the functionalities. The single-

hop delay estimation beacon is used to measure the local

transmission condition between current node and its cor-

responding node, while the orphan node removal beacon is

used to avoid the inherent drawback of geographic proto-

col, the void region problem. Both will be discussed in the

following subsections. Stream DBP beacons are sent from

sink back to source node as a feedback during transmis-

sions in a regular interval. The value of stream DBP is

added into the header of packets each source node gener-

ates, and is propagated to the intermediate nodes to help

them make routing decisions and implement fault recovery.

We argue that the beaconing rate can be low when pig-

gybacking scheme is used.

Based on the information provided by beacons, each

node keeps a neighbor table and updates over time. The

entries of this table are shown as below: (Neighbor ID,

EnergyLevel, EstimatedDelay, ExpireTime, (m,k), Dead-

line, DBP). The EstimatedDelay is obtained by Single-Hop

Delay Estimation, and the detail is discussed in the Sect.

3.2 The ExpireTime is set to be a standard RTT (Round-

Trip Time) for packet transmission between a pair of

nodes. The value of ExpireTime is used to detect whether

or not congestion or link failure occurs in Sect. 3.3 The

values of m and k are from the (m,k)-firm requirement of

each stream. Also, the packet deadline is marked as

Deadline. The stream DBP value informed by stream DBP

beacons from sink is also recorded in neighbor table,

named DBP, to show the QoS of stream. The calculation of

stream DBP is done by the equation presented in [8] as

follows:

DBP ¼ k � lðm; sÞ þ 1 ð1ÞFig. 3 Components of Proposed Scheme

Fig. 4 Work Process of Proposed Scheme
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where stream DBP is measured at sink, k comes from the

required (m,k)-firm of one particular stream, l(m,s) denotes the

position (from the right) of the mth deadline meeting in the

current state s of the stream [8]. When one packet is received, a

0 or a 1 is shifted in (from the right) depending on whether the

packet missed or met its deadline. If there are less than m 1s in

s, then l(m,s) = k ? 1. For example, suppose stream has

(1,3)-firm deadline. Then, l(1, MmM) = 1, l(1, mMm) = 2

and l(1, Mmm) = 3. The calculations are illustrated in Fig. 5.

3.2 Single-hop delay estimation

We use delay estimation mechanism, which was introduced

by SPEED [11], to implement this function. In this

mechanism, data packets passing is used for delay mea-

surement. This delay estimation is calculated at the

upstream node, as a metric to approximate the transmission

condition between itself and the corresponding downstream

node. Formally:

Delay ¼ RTT � TprocACK ð2Þ

where Delay is the estimated single-hop delay between

upstream node and downstream node. RTT is the standard

round-trip time calculated on upstream node, and TprocACK

stands for the processing time of ACK on downstream node.

The current delay estimation is computed by combining the

newly measured delay with previous delays via the expo-

nential weighted moving average (EWMA) [22]. Propagation

delay is ignored. We use delay estimation instead of average

queue size to measure the workload of nodes, since the shared

media nature of wireless network, it’s possible that the net-

work is congested even if buffer occupancy is low [23].

3.3 Calculation of local status indicator (LSI)

A key component of this paper is discussed in this section. In

addition to stream DBP which is measured at sink for the

QoS evaluation of each real-time stream, the proposed

scheme employs a Local Status Indicator (LSI). It was first

proposed in our prior work [9] and improved by this paper.

LSI allows the intermediate nodes to investigate local

transmissions to the next hop. It can efficiently detect the

network fault occurrence such as congestion and link failure,

therefore, it is used to help nodes make routing decision and

handle the faults efficiently to prevent further degradation.

The functionalities of LSI totally differ from stream

DBP. As mentioned before, stream DBP is calculated at

sink to show the QoS performance of real-time stream by

using the history of packet deadline missing. LSI follows

the main idea of stream DBP that it could tell the distance

to failure, in addition it makes the intermediate nodes be

aware of the effect of its local condition to the end-to-end

QoS guarantee, i.e. deadline missing caused by congestion

or link failure. The value of LSI is calculated as follow.

Formally,

LSI ¼ k � m� nðc; sÞ � nðf ; sÞ ð3Þ

where LSI stands for the distance to failure on upstream

node, k and m are set as the value of required (m,k)-firm;

n(c,s) and n(f,s) denote the numbers of congestion and link

failure in the current state s of the stream, respectively. The

calculation of c and f are discussed below.

After an intermediate node receives the first packet, it

starts a timer and forwards the packet to the next hop. At

the time it receives ACK from the downstream node, the

experienced delay is set to be a standard RTT, named as

ExpireTime, as mentioned in Sect. 3.1, and stored into the

corresponding entry of local neighbor table. Since in sensor

networks, the nodes which are located close to sink usually

forward more packets than others, it is more possible for

them to face congestion or link failure. Therefore, the

ExpireTime is not the same for all nodes, but proportional

to the number of hops to sink. After an intermediate node

forwards a packet, it will initialize the values of c and f as

0, and wait until the ExpireTime timeouts. The results of

waiting can be categorized in Fig. 6.

In this paper, LSI will help intermediate nodes to get an

evaluation of the local transmission status of each real-time

stream. The greater this value is, the better condition cur-

rent stream has. In case of negative value which shows the

degradation of steam QoS may be caused by this node, LSI

can distinguish between congestion and link failure as

different causes of transmission faults. According to the

congestion level n(c,s) and link failure level n(f,s),

upstream node can quickly make local decision for routing,

and implement fault recovery mechanisms as well. The

details are discussed in Sects. 3.4 and 3.5.

3.4 Real-time routing protocol

The proposed routing protocol contains two processes:

forwarding node selection and forwarding mechanismFig. 5 Calculations of l(m, s)
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implementation. The forwarding node selection is used to

calculate a set of forwarding nodes based on forwarding

metrics. The forwarding mechanism is aiming to imple-

ment the forwarding process according to the QoS

requirements and forwarding node conditions.

In order to figure out the calculation of optimal for-

warding, three forwarding metrics are considered: packet

deadline, LSI and remaining power of nodes. According to

the information provided before, we can easily measure

three metrics, through Deadline, LSI and EnergyLevel,

respectively.

Given by the three metrics of each downstream node,

the upstream node could make forwarding decision, fol-

lowing the algorithm shown in Table 1. For an easier

understanding, we would like to create a table for all

parameters and variables which are used in the following 5

tables.

A 2-step algorithm runs when the upstream node receives a

packet. Step 1 is used to select a forwarding set from the nodes

listed in neighbor table. The selection is based on the three

forwarding metrics we mentioned before. If the remaining

time of received packet of stream n is longer than the deadline

from node i, it’s possible for upstream node to forward the

packet to node i. That is, it’s highly guaranteed that within

Deadlinei the packet could be delivered to sink. Also, the

DBPs(i) must be checked that only if it is in positive condition

the Deadlinei can be met. In other words, node i can guarantee

that the packet would be delivered to sink within Deadlinei.

Then the local condition should be checked.

To successfully forward a packet, LSI must be in a

positive condition. Here’s one thing to notice: even the

values of LSI are the same, (m,k)-firm requirements may

differ. It’s possible that the required (m,k)-firm is stricter

than the provided one, i.e. (3,4)-firm to (2,4)-firm, so the

provided (m,k)-firm will not be considered even its LSI is

in positive condition. The remaining power of node must

be guaranteed higher than the defined threshold as well.

The nodes which can meet all requirements will be added

to a forwarding set. By considering these three routing

metrics, both reliability and timeliness requirements can be

guaranteed for real-time routing.

In Step 2, optimal forwarding node will be figured out if

the forwarding set is not empty. In case of empty for-

warding set, void recovery mechanism will be activated.

We will discuss it in the following subsection. If stream

DBP of current transmission is in positive condition which

indicates the QoS requirement is met, the principle for next

hop selection is energy efficiency, so that the node with

largest remaining power would be the optimal forwarding

node. In other case, the node with best condition, regarded

as LSI, would be chosen.

Fig. 6 Calculation of c and f of

LSI

Parameters and variables defined for algorithms

Deadlinen: deadline of stream from node n

Deadlines(n): deadline of packet of stream n

Deadlinei: deadline of stream from node i

Deadlines(n)
j : deadline of stream n at node j

Snode: set of nodes in neighbour table

Sfwd: forwarding set

Scand
i : candidate nodes set of node i

DBPs(n): evaluated stream DBP value of stream from node n

DBPs(i): evaluated stream DBP value of stream from node i

(ms(n), ks(n)): (m,k)-firm requirement of stream from node n

(ms(i), ks(i)): (m,k)-firm requirement ofstream from node i

ms(n): m value from required (m,k)-firm of stream n

ms(n)
i : actual value of m from LSI of stream n at node i
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3.5 Fault recovery mechanisms

We adapt the fault recovery mechanisms we proposed in

prior work [10] to this scheme. Compared with existing

fault tolerant mechanisms, our mechanisms make it avail-

able to handle fault recoveries with a bounded latency that

it is guaranteed all solutions used to solve the problems

would not involve excess delay to the transmission. Due to

the features of real-time applications, both packet loss and

packet deadline missing must be avoided to increase the

rate of successful transmissions and QoS performance. In

this paper, we use the QoS-aware fault recovery mecha-

nisms to handle the congestion and link failure problems

during routing. An orphan node removal backpressure for

void problem is utilized as well. In the fault detection

stage, each node calculates the value of LSI and compares

it with the stream DBP it gets from packets headers. It will

make a decision that whether or not fault recovery mech-

anisms should be necessarily taken. The algorithm for this

stage is shown in Table 2 as follows:

In case of non-positive stream DBP value which indi-

cates dissatisfaction of the required QoS, we will check the

LSI at node i to figure out if the performance degradation is

caused by transmission fault. If LSI is not positive and link

failure level f is 0, the transmission fault is determined as

congestion and corresponding congestion recovery mech-

anism is implemented, details are elaborated in Sect. 3.5.1.

Otherwise, if it indicates link failure occurrence, link

failure recovery which is discussed in Sect. 3.5.2 is acti-

vated to recover the fault.

3.5.1 Congestion recovery mechanism

Considering the property of WSNs transmissions, we defined

a new node model in [10] for congestion recovery mecha-

nism, as shown in Fig. 7. It provides two buffer queues for (1)

source traffic generated by node itself; (2) transit traffic that

node receives from upstream nodes. By using this node

model, one node i can adjust its source traffic sending rate

Table 1 Algorithm: real-time

routing protocol

continued

LSIs(n)
i : evaluated LSI value of stream n at node i

LSItotal
i : total of LSI values of all streams passing by node i

LSIs(n)
j : evaluated LSI value of stream n at downstream node j

Erem
i : remaining power of node i

ethd: lower threshold of power management

fs(n)
j : link failure level of stream n at downstream node j

ks(n): k value from required (m,k)-firm of stream from node n

rmin,src
i : minimum source traffic rate of node i

rsrc
i : current source traffic rate of node i

radj,src
i : adjusted source traffic rate of node i

radj,trs
i : adjusted transit traffic rate of node i

rtrs
i : current transit traffic rate of node i

rout
i : outgoing traffic rate of node i

buffi: transit traffic buffer status of node i

nstrm
i : number of streams passing by upstream node i

nstrm
j : number of streams at node j

nup
j : number of upstream nodes of downstream node j

ndown
i : number of downstream nodes of node i

ki: weight of node i

Delayi,j: delay of transmission between node i and j

maxDelays(n): maximum allowable delay of stream n

Wireless Netw (2014) 20:719–731 725
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rsrc
i and transit traffic forwarding rate rtrs

i separately. The

outgoing traffic rate of node i can be calculated by adding the

two traffic rates (rout
i = rsrc

i ? rtrs
i ).

Based on this node model, rate adjustments can be

implemented efficiently on each node. Being different from

others, our mechanism is supposed to handle congestion

with the awareness of real-time stream QoS guarantee.

Since rate adjustment is considered to be an efficient

congestion control method in WSNs [24], our mechanism

utilizes stream DBP and LSI values in two rate adjustment

algorithms for sink-source node system and intermediate

nodes system, to limit the source traffic rate and transit

traffic rate, respectively. Two algorithms are shown in the

following parts.

3.5.1.1 Sink-source node system After the calculation of

stream DBP using (1), sink sends back the measured DBP

value and an adjusted source traffic rate radj,src to the cor-

responding source node in a small pre-defined time inter-

val. We argue that this feedback process can be easily

achieved, as sink is considered to be full of computing

resources and based wireless communications are widely

used in WSNs. When source node receives the feedback of

DBP value, it adds the value into the packets it generates.

The adjusted source traffic rate radj,src is calculated using

the algorithm in Table 3, and is supposed to adapt the

traffic load to network capability and acceptable QoS.

In order to reduce the network traffic load and to satisfy

required QoS guarantee at the same time, source traffic rate

is decreased to a lower threshold as the minimum source

rate in order to limit the performance degradation caused by

excessive low source traffic rate. When sink detects that the

DBP is less than 0, which indicates the stream is in negative

condition, and then it will adjust the corresponding source

traffic rate radj,src
i to a particular level, but not less than the

minimum. The calculation of adjustment is based on the

deadline meeting rate of the monitored consecutive packets.

Then the adjusted source traffic rate will be sent back to the

source node to implement traffic limitation.

3.5.1.2 Intermediate node system Considering that big

volumes of real-time data are generated in a very short

period, it is possible that only sink-source node system rate

adjustment is not sufficient to achieve congestion recovery.

Our congestion recovery mechanism in [10] therefore uses

the local system such as intermediate nodes, to participate

in end-to-end QoS guarantee, by contributing an interme-

diate node congestion recovery algorithm.

Local congestion recovery mechanism is implemented at

intermediate nodes, by reducing both source and transit

traffic rates of intermediate node to adapt the local traffic

load to the network capability. Usually it mitigates the

congestion. Due to the wireless natures and limited resources

of WSNs, there exist two types of congestions: link-level

congestion and node-level congestion [21]. We use LSI to

detect the link-level congestion. The transit traffic buffer

status of one node, named as buff, is used to monitor the node-

level congestion. It could be sent as a beacon by one node to

its neighbors. We argue that this beacon would not involve

additional energy consumption since piggybacking scheme

is used. The algorithm shown in Table 4 is supposed to detect

both two types of congestions and then implement a 2-step

mechanism to adjust source and transit traffic rates. If con-

gestion is not mitigated after this 2-step mechanism, a con-

gestion notification will be propagated to the one-hop further

upstream node in a backpressure manner, to make it execute

the same algorithm to control the traffic.

Step 1: similar to sink-source node system, in case that

only link-level congestion happens, upstream node

Table 2 Algorithm: fault

detection

Fig. 7 Proposed Node Model
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i would first decrease its own source traffic rate

according to the local transmission status. Thus, the

outgoing traffic rate of node i can be reduced to an

acceptable level based on the value of LSI and minimum

source traffic rate.

Step 2: if congestion is not mitigated after the source

traffic rate is reduced to a minimum acceptable level, or

node-level congestion happens at downstream node, the

second step will be taken to limit the transit traffic from

upstream nodes to the congested downstream node. The

weight of each upstream node is measured according to

the total LSI values of all streams passing by and the

outgoing traffic rate of downstream node as well.

3.5.2 Link failure recovery mechanism

This mechanism is used for nodes to recover link failure by

choosing the optimal forwarding nodes for redundancy on

multipath [10]. Different from existing fault tolerant

schemes, our mechanism makes it available to establish

multiple transmission paths with a bounded latency during

transmissions. It is guaranteed that all selected nodes to

forward multiple copies of packets can relay the packets

timely. Due to the features of real-time applications,

packets loss would lead to not only decline of successful

transmission rate, but also timeout of a certain amount of

packets. The potential high latency which is involved by

the use of multipath may severely influence the quality of

packets received by sink. We therefore use this delay-

aware link failure recovery algorithm to dynamically

choose the optimal forwarding nodes which can guarantee

both required reliability and bounded delay, to make it

more adaptable for real-time applications than other works.

The algorithm is listed in Table 5.

This algorithm shows how upstream node i makes

decisions on which downstream node should be chosen as a

candidate node. First, if both DBP and LSI values of stream

n are smaller than 0, it indicates an unsatisfied stream end-

to-end QoS guarantee and a high possibility of current node

is the cause of performance degradation. Moreover if the

link failure level f is not equal to 0, then the link failure

recovery mechanism would be activated to figure out a

proper set of candidate nodes from its neighbors for

multipath establishment. The maximum allowable delay of

current stream is calculated, and within this time period,

packets arrived at sink could be considered as useful. For

an upstream node i, to choose a proper forwarding candi-

date from all its downstream nodes, is to select the one that

could keep the stream QoS guarantee. And then node

i would add this node into its candidate nodes set. That is,

all nodes in that set are supposed to be able to guarantee a

bounded delay of packets.

However, not all nodes in that set are required in a case

of densely employed network that there may be more than

needed candidates are available. A calculation for the

required number of forwarding paths should be done con-

sequently, according to the actual situation. Two equations

are used here for both source node and intermediate nodes

to make decisions to choose the optimal number of alter-

native paths needed for redundancy, from their candidate

nodes set, respectively.

For source node, the most useful information is the

stream DBP value it receives as feedback from sink. So the

adapted number of alternative paths could be calculated

using the following equation:

Psrc ¼ min fjDBP� 1j; Scandg ð4Þ

where Psrc is the optimal number of forwarding paths for

multipath establishment on source node.

This equation can be also used when source node

receives backpressure from its downstream node, which

indicates the failures of some links on the primary path and

the intermediate nodes have no candidate to choose, so that

it is necessary to start using multipath at the source node.

The local system includes all intermediate nodes and the

links between them. Since LSI value is the most useful

information for intermediate nodes to evaluate the trans-

mission status, it is used in the following equation to cal-

culate optimal number of alternative paths:

Pint ¼ min fjLSI � 1j; Scandg ð5Þ

similar to (4), in (5) the number of forwarding paths is

calculated adaptively with respect to candidate nodes set

and actual situation.

In case of severe channel errors happening, or a sparsely

employed network, it’s possible that once an intermediate

node detects link failure on primary path, it finds no

Table 3 Algorithm: sink-source

node congestion recovery
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candidates for multipath itself, so it sends backpressure to

its upstream node. Therefore, the backpressure may finally

reach the source node, and (4) would be executed for

recovery as mentioned.

3.5.3 Void recovery mechanism

In WSNs, backpressure scheme is often used for re-routing

or notification delivery. In [10], the void avoidance

mechanism uses backpressure only to remove the orphan

nodes which are defined as the nodes without any down-

stream nodes in local neighbor tables since these nodes

may cause void problems in routing schemes. Once an

intermediate node updates its neighbor table and finds no

candidates in the forwarding set, it will send backpressure

beacon which is introduced in Sect. 3.1, to notify its

upstream nodes to remove it from their neighbor tables. We

argue that the overload can be low since the beacon rate is

low and using of piggybacking.

4 Performance evaluation

Performance of the proposed scheme is proved by simu-

lations. We use NS-2 as the simulator. The simulation

terrain is set as a 200 m 9 200 m field. 3 source nodes are

randomly selected, and the event area radius is set as 50 m.

Sink is located at the lower right corner of the field so that

the end-to-end hop-count ranges from 4 to 9 hops with an

average of 6 hops. Each node has a radio range of 40 m.

Propagation model is set to be Two-Ray Ground, protocols

for physical and MAC layer are set to be wireless-phy and

802.11.

We set three scenarios for performance evaluation. In

the first scenario, 2 source nodes are supposed to generate

periodic traffic and the rest one generates aperiodic bursty

traffic. This scenario is used to prove the adaptability of the

proposed scheme when it faces a rapid change of data

volumes. The second scenario contains various channel

errors during transmissions in order to estimate the

Table 4 Algorithm: intermediate

nodes congestion recovery

Table 5 Algorithm: link failure

recovery
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usability of the proposed scheme. In the third scenario, the

packet rate increases monotonically, so the lifetime of the

network can be evaluated under different workloads.

Evaluation results are presented as follows: (1) packet

deadline missing ratio (PDMR), (2) stream dynamic failure

ratio (SDFR), (3) energy-drained node ratio (EDNR). The

first one refers to the timeliness of individual packet, which

is considered as the most important feature in real-time

application. The second one is supposed to measure the QoS

guarantee in both reliability and timeliness, they are the

main reasons of dynamic failure in real-time applications.

The third one shows the efficiency of the proposed scheme

in case of prolonging the lifetime of network. It’s supposed

to be energy efficient that it does not introduce much

overhead to the resources, so the nodes will not drain fast.

4.1 Packet deadline missing

Both Figs. 8 and 9 plot the PDMR of three algorithms:

SPEED, the proposed scheme with (3,5)-firm and (4,5)-

firm guarantees. The packet deadline is set to be 40 ms for

all three algorithms.

We chose the traffic of one source node from two

periodical traffic nodes as target traffic, so that the hori-

zontal axis of Fig. 8 stands for the ratio of the target traffic

to all traffics in network, i.e. 30 % means 30 percent of

total traffic is the target traffic and the rest 70 percent is

background traffic. The less the value, the more traffic load

it bears in network. Especially for the nodes which are

closer to sink, the probability of congestion is much higher

than other nodes. In Fig. 8 we can learn that the traffics

transmitted using SPEED experience more than 30 %

deadline missing when traffic ratio is about 60 % and

almost 40 % deadline missing when traffic ratio reaches

30 %. Considering only delivery speed as the routing

metric without any fault-tolerant scheme, SPEED performs

much worse than proposed mechanisms. With the help of

LSI value the proposed scheme helps the intermediate

nodes to build the primary route with optimal forwarding

nodes, to meet timeliness requirement of the stream, and

also handle the problems to reduce delay and remain an

acceptable performance of QoS guarantee.

Simulation result of Fig. 9 shows when channel error

happens and increases proportionally, PDMR raises dra-

matically in SPEED since it has no failure managements to

handle the link failure. On the other hand, even under

unstable network condition, LSI works well to indicate the

distance to failure and distinguish between different faults.

Based on both LSI and stream DBP, the proposed scheme

is able to handle link failure efficiently, by make limited

redundancy on guaranteed multipath, to reduce latency

caused by link failure and increase reliability. The differ-

ence between (3,5)-firm stream and (4,5)-firm stream in

Fig. 9 is that according to the mechanism of LSI, (4,5)-firm

stream has more strict requirement, so that the upstream

node is more sensitive to the transmission status changes,

and it will make more agile reaction to change the down-

stream node with better condition.

4.2 Stream dynamic failure

In Figs. 10 and 11, we evaluate the SDFR of three algo-

rithms: SPEED, the proposed scheme with (3,5)-firm and

(4,5)-firm guarantees. The packet deadline is also set to be

40 ms for all three algorithms.

The horizontal axes of Figs. 10 and 11 are the same as in

Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. For real-time applications, the

SDFR is mainly affected by packet deadline missing and

packet loss. So in these two simulations, we try to prevent

dynamic failure by reducing PDMR and packet loss. The

significantly rising curves of SPEED in both figures dem-

onstrate that without fault-tolerant mechanisms, it’s hard to

provide high performance of QoS in case of heavy traffic or

instable network environment. Together with stream DBP,

the proposed LSI plays a very important role in packets

transmission since it makes all intermediate nodes to be

aware of local transmission status to the next hop, so that it

can make optimal decisions for forwarding and fault

recovery. The congestion recovery mechanism and link

failure recovery mechanism can effectively handle the

problems to maintain the reliability and timeliness of

transmissions, without introducing much extra overhead to

latency. The proposed scheme would be highly desired by

firm real-time stream applications. By distributing the duty

of (m,k)-firm guarantee from sink to each intermediate

node, LSI and stream DBP together make it possible to

keep good QoS performance of real-time applications.

4.3 Energy efficiency

In Fig. 12, we evaluate the NLT of three algorithms: SPEED,

the proposed scheme with (3,5)-firm and (4,5)-firm

Fig. 8 PDMR under various traffic ratios
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guarantees. We monotonically increase the packet generat-

ing rate, to figure out that whether or not the employed nodes

will drain fast, under different packet rates.

Under the resource constraints, it is vital for sensor nodes

to minimize energy consumption in radio communication to

prolong the lifetime of the network. From Fig. 12, we argue

that the proposed schemel tends to be energy efficient in

packet transmissions, and compared with SPEED, it does

not introduce much overhead to resources. When the packet

rate increases, the proposed scheme with (4,5)-firm has

nearly the same percentage of nodes drained as SPEED,

because it has stricter QoS requirement than the one with

(3,5)-firm, which is supposed to consume more energy for

transmission to meet the requirement.Under heavy traffic

condition, the proposed scheme still shows energy effi-

ciency during packet transmission.

5 Conclusion and future works

The current challenge of WSNs is to implement real-time

applications in a resource constrained network. It requires

efficient fault-tolerant routing schemes since compared with

non-real-time application, the QoS requirement of real-time

applications are much more difficult to be satisfied due to the

inherent constraints of WSNs. The proposed scheme uses an

(m,k)-firm based local transmission indicator (LSI) to make

the intermediate nodes be aware of their local transmission

conditions. According to the information provided by LSI

and steam DBP, each node makes optimal forwarding

decision, and implements different fault recovery mecha-

nisms to handle congestion, link failure and void problems.

This adaption capability makes the proposed scheme more

functional in simulations, comparing to SPEED. Simulation

results show that due to the contribution of each component,

the proposed scheme performs much better in timeliness and

QoS guarantee features with less deadline missing and

dynamic failure, without introducing much overhead.

The future work goes to the cross-layer scheme design,

for (m,k)-firm based real-time applications.
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